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It could also argue for the fact that both the Aztec and Incan civilizations might
better be called protocivilizations than fully developed civilizations on the ground that
they would have developed full-fledged writing systems if they had had the long term
intercultural contacts of the kind that characterized the Middle East from the fourth
millenium B.C. onward. It could also mean that formal schools may have preceded,
rather than followed, the appearance of fully developed written language and may have
had a part in creating it. It might be assumed that the Incas would have proceeded to
produce a written language of their own if they had not been overwhelmed by the
Spanish conquest, and if instead their educational and intellectual resources had been
preserved, nurtured, and transformed rather than effectively destroyed.
We can certainly say that even though organized education may be necessary for
the rise of civilization, it is not sufficient to prevent its destruction in the face of
massive and overwhelming physical power, disease, and depopulation. Still, a stronger,
more disciplined, literate educational tradition based upon a persuasive literary,
philosophical, and scientific body of knowledge might have enabled the Amerindian
civilizations to preserve themselves or at least to maintain a basic identity, as the
educational systems of the Middle East, India, and China did for centuries in the face
of successive invasions and conquerors. However, the story in Middle and South
America was far different from that of the East. The Aztecs succumbed to Cortes with
the help of their subject peoples, and the Incas succumbed to Pizarro with the help of a
dynastic conflict within the Incan succession—and possibly a devastating small pox
epidemic. Within half a century Middle and South American education became
Spanish, Christian, and Western with scarcely a trace of Amerindian education, except
in the historical accounts written by a few Spaniards with the help of their Amerindian
students, mates, and progeny.
C.   THE FORMATION OF A LATIN EDUCATIONAL TRADITION
In Spanish America
Following the collapse of the indigenous Amerindian civilizations an Hispano-Indian
civilization arose in the New World in which the intellectual and cultural characteris-
tics of Spanish Western civilization came to dominate the Amerindian, strongly aided
and abetted by Christian education. And it was not long before a third major racial
ingredient was added, importation of blacks from Africa. Sixteenth-century Spanish
America thus became a meeting ground for peoples whose racial backgrounds were
Mongoloid from Asia (many millenia earlier), Caucasoid from Europe, and Negroid
from Africa. This was one of the few times in recorded human history, if not the only
time, when the three major races of mankind intermingled on so massive a scale. Not
even the Middle East, where Africa, Asia, and Europe meet physically, and where
cultural contact had been so significant for the origins of three major civilizations, had
seen such a mixture of races.
The point of time in human history when this happened was vastly significant
for the whole world. Because it was the sixteenth century and because the contact was

